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Cryptocurrencies have skyrocketed into the limelight in
2022 due to massive gains made by coins such as Bitcoin
and ETH. While these coins have introduced the world of
cryptocurrencies to the masses, most are unaware of their
limitations. The main issue that is persistent with these
coins and other meme coins is that they don’t have any
utility.
The cr ypto market is changing the dynamics of the current
traditional market. Cr ypto is reaching those part of the world
where the banking system is inefficient or have many
restrictions. With this thing in mind, the team of the project
has created a mechanism that will help people in need
through its staking and reward system option. SAFUU is
going to gain massive popularity in the coming year because
of its better scalability and fast transaction time.
The project team of HyperSAFUU has selected some areas to
focus on:
make a great opportunity for the people who missd safuu
developers have decided to prioritize the security of this
project.
With the intention of creating a passive source income for the
holders, the team will be distributing various weekly rewards
among the participants.
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Embedded with a great technical system and a smart
contract, providing the investors with the best seats in an
auto-liquidity, buyback, and burn assets, $HYPERSAFUU is
paving the way for smart and simple projects to rise in the
market.
The motto is to: Stand safu together, Rise together.
Our purpose is to build a wealth distribution system that
profits the greatest amount of people possible while
providing a project that delivers high rates of rewards.

OUR MARKETING PLAN CONSISTS OF 4 MAIN FOCUSES:
engaging the community in a more interactive
approach by
hosting competitions.
We have also been getting positive results from
our paid ads in
Poocoin, Bscscan, Coinsniper, and many others,
thus making "
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The Hypersafuu Auto-Stake feature is a simple yet cutting-edge function called Buy-Hold-Earn, that provides the ultimate
ease of use for $hsafuu holders.
APY stands for Annual Percentage Yield. This measures the
real rate of return on the amount of your principal tokens by
taking into account the effect of compounding interest.
In the case of HYPERSAFUU Protocol, your $Hsafuu tokens
represent your principal tokens, and the compound interest is
added periodically on every event (Every 15 minutes).
One interesting fact about APY is that your balance
will grow not linearly but exponentially over time!
Assuming a daily compound interest of 2.425%, if
you start with a balance of 1 $Hsafuu on day 1, after a
year, your balance will grow to about 4500,025
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Phase 1 :

Phase 2 :

Website Launch
Whitepaper
Socials networks
Smart Contract Development
Audits

Community Testnet Testing
Promotion on voting platforms
Ads Banner on different platforms
Start presale on PinkSale
Community Contest

Phase 3 :

Phase 4 :

Influencer Marketing Press
Listing on CoinMarketCap
Listing on CoinGecko
10000 Telegram subscribers
5000 holders
Third-party audit

Large influencer marketing
Lottery for holders
Hypersafuu Swap
Real estate integration
More Cex Listing
Update Roadmap
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Hypersafuu has a total supply of 100000000
tokens. The total supply development is controlled
through the buyback and burn mechanism.

OUR TOKENOMICS ARE DIVIDED INTO THE FOLLOWING
CALCULATIONS :

14% BURN
24% LIQUDITY
45.5% PRESALE
10% STAKING
5% MARKETING
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NETWORK: BINANCE SMART CHAIN (BEP-20)
NAME: HYPERSAFUU
SYMBOL: HSAFUU
CONTRACT:

0X646E721012559D154726F2218EE359F1E124195A
DECIMALS: 18

TOTAL SUPPLY: 100,000,000

LAUNCH TIME: MARCH 2022
LIQUIDITY LOCK: 1 YEAR
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We have the same tax rate for both the buy
and the sell, the taxes cannot exceed 20%
after the deployment. The taxes will be
distributed as following:

8%

2%

REWARD BUSD

BUYBACK
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3%
MARKETING

1%
AUTO LIQUIDITY

https://twitter.com/HyperSafuu

https://www.instagram.com/hypersafuu/

https://t.me/Hypersafuu
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